Staking Rewards is the central information hub and leading data aggregator for the crypto staking industry.
We provide insights and investment tools for private and institutional investors through unbiased & live staking market data, simplifying portfolio & calculator tools, and deep research analysis about the staking industry. Our API feed is being used by companies like Coinbase and Bitcoin Suisse. Founded in 2017, we’re the first and most trusted brand in staking.

At Staking Rewards we believe that cryptocurrencies combined with yield-bearing strategies like staking will allow everyone in the world to establish sustainable passive income streams.

This is why we’re on a mission to increase transparency, reduce entry-barriers and enable private users to become financially independent. We make staking easy and accessible.

The **Trusted** Staking Hub.
Boasting a Global, Engaged Crypto-Savvy Audience

**Audience**
- 3,654,902 Monthly Pageviews
- 378,881 Monthly Unique Users
- 31,421 Newsletter Subs
- 36,838 Portfolio Users
- 29,100 Twitter Followers + Verified Account

**Demographics**
- United States: 26.35%
- United Kingdom: 5.11%
- Germany: 5.10%
- Russia: 4.20%
- Netherlands: 3.97%
- Canada: 3.26%
- Australia: 2.91%
PoS Industry Thought-Leaders in Media & Research

Our dedicated research team has combined experience of over 12 years analyzing Proof-of-Stake related topics and we are clear thought-leaders when it comes to research in the PoS space.

We publish in-depth articles, guides, interviews and high-level educational content. Let’s get stakin’.

Examples:

1. The 2021 Staking Ecosystem Report
2. Research Report - The Ultimate ETH2.0 Staking Guide
Trusted by Industry Leaders

Leaders in the Staking Industry love our data and services.

- Coinbase
- Chorus
- Kraken
- eToro
- Messari
- Nexo
- BlockDaemon
- Elrond
- Everstake
- Bitcoin Suisse
- Stakefish
- Foundry
- Figment
- Harmony
- Tendermint
Featured in Top-Tier Media Outlets

Staking Rewards Data & benchmarks are regularly quoted and referenced by various outlets.
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Staking Rewards is the leading data provider for staking and crypto-growth tools. We provide benchmarks and information to make staking easy for retail and institutions alike.

info@stakingrewards.com